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The jodrnalistSpaking up the panels for political debates have major

roles in determining the success of the event. As a result of the formats
/

negotiated for the debates by the League of Women Voters, the journalists had

virtually exclusive control over the topids that the candidates would be asked

to discuss. Although the candidates in 1980 could (and occasionally di.d) deviate

from the stated questions, they could only ignore the questions at the \peril of

appearing evasive and untrustworthy. In their assessment of the Carter-Ford

debates, Lloyd Bitzgr and Theodore Rueter comtented that "These panelists --

all well-known reporters or columnists -- could be expected to influenie the

character of the debats to some extent simply because of their unique per-

sonalities and interests." The 1976 panelists had the not inconsequential

responsibility for establishing a debate agenda of significant questions and

1opics."1 In the 1980 debates, journalists again found themselves at the vortex

of the tost important events of the presidential election. Indeed, the extent
\

to Which the voters obtained an accurate view of the presidential candidates and

the gn issues in 1980 can be measured in.large part by how well the panel-

ists erved their purpose. Simply considering the time taken up in the program

by the questioners (over thirteen minutes in the Reagan-Carter debate, for exam-

ple), it can be seen that the journalists were mudh more than interested

bystanders in the debate. 4

This essay, then, will assess the effect of the journalists/panelists on

the two major presidential debates of 1980. It will examine the quality of the 4

questions posted, the value of the topics chosen by the panel for debate, and the

'ithPaCt-Of-th&-debate fbrmat on the journalists' role.

Before analyzing the quality.of the questions, it is essential,to examine

a key issue: should the panelists' questions be designed to ext ct new
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insights on the candidates arid their policy positions (thereby cutting new ground 5,

in the'campaign); or should the questions be designed simply to set theitopios
4.

for,discussion -7 1eaing it to.the candidates to argue the,merits of their

respective policies through their debate exchanges? If the paneiists take it

upon themselves to "cornero the candidates, they take an adversari-al role.

There is a tendency for the panelists to assume this role. Milic remarked in

his study of the 1976 debates: "Because politicians are professional rhetors

and journalists are professional inquisitors, the debates in fart provided, for

those who could observe it, the spectacle of a fascinating linguistir-struggle

between natural antagonists."2

The matter then becomes wilether the panelists sill)ould take on this adversarial

role in debates which supposedly are designed have the candidates square off

with each other. The 1976'debates provided many examples of antagonistic qes-
tioris, which prompted Bitzer and Rueter to conte:nd that, "both the argumentation

and the hostility embedded in many questiohs demonstrate the adversary role

assumed by the panelists. The candidates' antagonist frequently proved to be thrc

panelist, ot the other candidate. 1,3 lt should be pointed out that the format of

the 1976, &pates," which-was more like a dual press conference, probably helped

to promote this adversarial relationship.

A number of problems exist for the journalist who assumes the antagonist

role irithe debate. First, in order to effec-ty---foree the candidates to take

positions on "new" topics (subjects not previously covered in the press), the

questions will more likely deal with peripheral or minutely specific issues. The

problem here is that these are nq n8rma1ly the ty7 of issties w dh are funda-

nentally important to voters. Indeed, the pont.ial voter mi t ell gather new

informat6on from what the repqrter considers,an old quest on. 'Mr all: most
fr

4
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voters do not follow the ccopaign with the dedication of a journalist. Further,

it is unlikely that ctruly new insights can be.gLned by the press on candidates'

positions Cr-the major-issues, since the candidates have firmed up speeches on
P

those topics by that point in the camNignt Thus, the

just frus-Gate himsOlf by "going for .the lgtular," and

typical image of the skeptical and negative journalist

questioner is likely to

only furthers tje stereo-
A

Moreover, in providing

a major challenge to onb candidate's qi!a)ifications or views, V-ie panelist in

effect becomes an ally of thebother candidate. add problem is especially acut:t

in debates that'occur late in the eampaign. 'Uri the other hand, debates during

the primary campaigns better serve the function of bringing to light new or

pkeiiously undeclared'stands on key issue it, a wider range of candidates.,

In order to corner a politician into making a new policy statement the

panelists usuallY must list several lengthy (and.not necessarily agreed upon)

premises, before asking erperticular question. 'This tends to steer attntion

away from the discourse of the candidates, and instead, places it on the interpre-

i tation of the panelist's premises, and-the excharge between the dhallenged

candidate answering to the panelists, rather than io his poilitical opponent.

When panelists as§ume .an adversarial role, they demonstrate an unwillingness

TO take the role they.are asked to play in the debate. This approaCh shows a

lack of goodwill, and further adds to the journalists''image in,insensitivity,

and desire only to "create a pews story." When journalists become the antagonists

in the debate format, they become,part of making thenews, rather than justIre-

porting it. Bitzer and Rueter stress these deficieilies when they say that the

adversarial tone of the 1976 debates was a "very seriousdefect."
4

From a journalist's standpoint, a good question for a presidential debate
,

*should be much different from a good question in a news

I

c nference or in a, field
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jiterview. The latter sltuati:ons allow repeated follow-up questions, and require, ,

P
that the journalist challenge the politician's answersi sinde the other candidate

is not present to serve thai.function., Becare the real opponent is present at

the po1ilica1 debate, the journalist need notfeel responsible for this role.

If a true debate is to be realized, the journalists mpst pose a well;defined

uestian-which sets the discussion agenda, and.clearly implies a &bate resolution.
.

en the panelists must leave the burden 'of debating to the candidates themselves.

itzer and Rueter explain, "A debate requires staxting points consisting of issue

statements, questions, or prepositions seledted and phrased to elicit informative

exchAnges and arguTents between candidates:"5 Essentially, a panelist's question

should imply a resolution on a topic where the candidates dis'agree. Once)this

point of opposition, or stasis, is identified aNd brbughtforthi a candidate's

self-interest is best served by justifying his own policy,i;while also indicating

weaknesses in the opponent's policy ciyhe issue. A clash of views can hardly
//

M>realized when both candidates agree with the resolution implied in the ques-

tion. Good questions can be s'ubmitted from a non-adversarial standpoint', and\

suCh questions can assist in directinethe debate better than poor ones.

Seven criteria can be specified for phrasing good questions for political

debates. After setting
7
forth and justifyj.ng each criteria, they will be applied

in evaluating the,efforts of the panelists in the 1980 presidential debates.

. These criteria are: 1) brevity; 2) single questidn; 3) continuity in follow-up,

questions; 4) focus on an area of disagreement between the candidates; 5) free

of bias; 6) tone of goodwill'rathet than hcstility; 7) explanation and justiL

fication of significant policies.

1) Questions shoula be brief. Only a limited amount of time exi s for,

each debate. Whenthe panelist'takes too much time asking a question,
1

e or she

6
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unnecessarily puts himselor herself in a more prominent role, and takes time

)
away, from the candidates. A time imit of thirty seconds was established for

paneligts in the 1980 Reagan-Carter debate to pose their questions. That same

\
arbitrary time limit had been the goal of panelists in the'third prsidential

1
6

debate of 1976. Ihis appears to allow too much time for panelists to ask their

Tiestiont. By allowing Up to thirty vconds per-Cluestion, debate gponscrs did

little to encourage succinct wAing by panelists. Even if the panelists,in the

first half qf the Reagan-Carter debate had adh red to the time limitation (which

they did not), a full twenty percerit of the t tal time would have been devoted to

panelists' questions. The continuity of Ctash,between the candidates is harmed .

when the panelists assume so large a. part in the format. But even with this
'gm

generous thirty second time allotment, many of,the questioia still went overtime.

The average length of a question posed by the Reagan-Carter panel was

,thir -three seconds. Six of the eight original questions
7
were oVer the thirty

\second standard. Farry,Ellis of the Christian Science Nonitor'asked the longest

L
, C

eptions, averaging thirty-eight seconds to pose his original and follow-up qUes-'

tions. Wiiliam Hilliard of the Portland Oregonian asked the most succinct questions;
s

all of his or.i.ginal and follow-up questions were under thirty seconds, for an aver-

age of twenty-six seconds. . Four of the eight follow-up questions posed by the

/panel*sts were over thirty seconds. Harry Ellis asked the 1on4est single question
. 4

...,

of the Reagan-Carter debate, taking forty-seven seccnds to ask about the develop-
.

ment of enercw sources. He could have approached the same islie more quickly by

simply asking, "How can the United States best become energy independent, while

maintaining environmental safeguards?" Instead, his question raMbled for over

one hundred words. The panel.for the Anderson-Reagan debate, however, was even

more verbose in its wording of questions. While the panel fcr the Reagan-Carter
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debate averaged about ninety-five words for each original question, the Anderson-
.-

Reagan panel averaged,one hunlred and fifteen words per original questiop.

While &heer measurements of tivie are not necessarily indicative of wordy qUes- .

tions, the panelists' lengthy questionstyl botb debates reflects a failure to

-\
, phrase r4nrks concisely, 'and a lack of appreciation of their limited role in

the debate.

2) Panelists should pose)cnly a single question in each particular round.

Multiple questions (delivered under the guise. of a single question) create leverai

problems in the debate format. Such questions allow the candidate to choose

which of the questiors he or she will address. Hence, the candidate gives the

impression,of responsiveness, but avoids the more dangerous parts of the

ple question. ,In addition, multiple questionl frequently ask the candidate fdr

more than 11,.! can possibly,answer in the allotted time. This,difficulty can prompt

the candidate to fall back on previously prepared non-spontaneous statements.

Such "worn common places," to use Bitzer and Rueter's term, rarely advance the

debate because of their generality and ambiguity. Such multiple questions are a

key weakneasPin the-questioning practices of.many journalists. This weakness may

occdr because journalists' questions to newsmakers are se-ldom published or'broad-
A

cast. Frequently, Nly the source's responses aredisseminated in news accounts,

and journalists can continue their "shotgun" method with no one being the wiser

as to the poor technique.

This problem Was particularly tevere in the 1980 presidential debates. In

fact exactly half of the original questions of each,panel contained murtip4

queries, typical multiple question in the Anderson-Reagan debate cameAfrom

.Charles Corhy ofthe Baltimore Sun, when he asked the candidates to outline

how they could build up current military forces, and if they would reinstate the

draft under certain circumstanges.
8

Corddry even used the term "queStions" when 4
k

0r-
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beginning his request for candidate responsd. It is worth noting that Reagan

chose not to answer the second question. One of the multiple questions in the

Reagan-Carter debate came from Barbara Walters of ABC. In the first part of the

debate, her multiple question asked the candidates for a policy to deal 1.rith

terrorism, and.to assess what had been learned fram the eXperience of the Iran'

hostage crisis.
9

The unhappy'result of this multiple question was that Carter

answered the first question and ignored the second question, while Reagan dwelt

on :tke topic of the second question'and overlecked the first question. Conse-
,

queffay, the'.candidateS discussed separate topics until Reagan made the last

response in the sequence, and indicated that he had "no quarrel" with coordinated

worldwide efforts to control terrorism. This tYpe of exohange hardly represents

"debate."

Multiple questions discourage focused debate. Panelists may feel that they

help prompt debate by submitting a variety of questions under the guise of a

single question. But they actually accomplish the reverse. First of all, the

candidate can ehOose to anoder the question that he is best prepared and willing

to discuss, Ohile still appearing to be responSive. In addition, even if both

quOstions are important and well-focused, it is,impractical to ask a candidate to

deal with more than one question during the limited response time of two minutes
0

or less.

One aspect of the.questionirjg format in the 1980 debates that did aid ir

focusing the diseussion was the excellent innovation to have the panelists repeat

each main question verbatim to each carididate. This piactice, which was not used

in the 1976 presidential debates, helped (except, perhaps, in cases of multiple

questions) to avoid situations where the candidates taiked on different subjects

rather Chan debating the same subject.



3) lf used, follow-up questions should.be directly related to the initial'

question. A solid follow-up question should be designed to expand or clarify the

initial response. It should not introduce a new area, promote redundancy, or

purSue a diversion created by the candidate's initial response.

Follow-up)questiont were only used during the first half of the-Reagan-Carter

debate; they wee not permitted at all in the Reagan-Andersdn debate., Although

the press had criticized the lack of foll up questions in the Ragan-Anderson

debate, the quality of such questions in the Reagan-Carte;debate was mixed at best.

;For one thil, most of the foncw-up questions were so carefully phrased that they

mT.Ist have been composed in advance of the debate. Thus, these questions did not

spontaneously react to the *answer. Hilliard's follow-up qu4Stiom on,the future

of our multi-racial society are examples (p. 17). Exactly the lame follow-up

question was presented to each candidate (even though they h.ad presented quite

different answerS) and the follow-up question was only remotely related to the

original question. Obviously, Hilliard did not react to the candidates' specific

answers in developing his follow-up. Instead, he was actually posing a second

question.

Barbara Walters of ABC News had similar flaws in her follow-up questions.

For example, she asked Reagan what types of political regime5 the United-States

should support (p. 17)--quite a tangent from her original question which asked

about policies for dealing with terrovists. On'the other hand, Ellis' follow-up

question to Reagan was an effective one. Ellis sked for an expansion and cleri-
c'

fication of Reagan's plan to cut spending and k d exactly.which areas could

feasibly be cut (p. 16). "Marvin Stone of U.S. News and World Report also demon-

strated.an effective use of follow-up questioning. In response to Stone's ques-

tion on the use of Military power, Carter discussed his role as a deliberate,
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careful military leader, while implying that Reagan1dould more likely disrupt

world peace. Stone's follow-up grew directly out of the initial question, when
e

he asked Carter exactly when it would be necessary to commit troops-to a,crisis

in the Persian Gulf, Afghanistan, Iran, or Pakistan 16)--a specific instance

. of military policy.

4) The question should focus on an area of disagreement between the candi-,

dates. A true debate cannot be realized uhe7the-candidates are asked to discuss

an issue on whieh they agree. Obviously, such questions fail to differentiate

the candidates for the4voters. The question should point to key disagreemvnts,

. and should ask the candidate to clearlSi defend his position, while contrasting

it to 'the opponent's position. It is notf sufficient to raise questions; even on4

topics of major relevance to the audience, unless they prompt the candidates to'

discuss their contrasting goals, or perhaps, their differikg avenues for achieving /

their goals.

The Anderson-Reagan panel! had difficulty in aSking the candidates to discuss

otWsing viec,a. An example of this problem was evident in the question by Charles
,

/1
Co-ddr' of the W.ltimore Sun. The question asked the candidates to discuss, how'

they would "fill the understrength,combat forces with numbers and quality OithOut

reviving conscription," and whether they woul& propose a draft if it became

'necessa.;,y (p. 10). , The problem with this question (besides being a multiple ques-

tion) is that Anderson and Reagan were-in'basic agreement that the ed'forces

opUld liee built up by providing greater incentives and rewards for service. rh

setting up the question, Corddry even pointed to the basic agreement between

Anderson and Reagan on the'need for strickger defense, and their mutual opposition

to the draft. There was:virtually no colash between the candidates during this

n, except for when they disagreed oh the'need for the MX missile in the last

exchange -- a topic cylly distantly related to the original question. Had the

11
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original question focused on the MX proposal, a vigorous debate might have

ensued.

Similar problems occured in the questions from Jane Bryant Quinn of Newsweek.

She asked whether the candidates wo41d publish their inflation forecasts within

two weeks (p. 11). Of course, both Anderson and Reagan answered "yes." For-

tunately, the debaters took it upon themselves to seek out the area of disagree-

ment. Reagan contended that inflation could be controlled while at the sometime

\

cutting taxes. Anderson on the other hand, argued that-a tax cut would not be

Nimmediately appropriate.

It is likely that th; Anderson-Reagan panel had more troUble prompting the.

Candidates to debate each other, because Of the absence of Jimry Carter. Anderson
.

and Reagan were perhaps more anxious to launch,adual attack on Carter, than to

1

debate each o;ther. But it should be the role of the panelists to focus on the-
candida.tes actually in attendance. Certainly, the panel in the second debate had

aess trouble in finding areas of disagreement between Carter and Reagan:

One technique that can effectively outline the point of Ildsagreement for the
4

candidates is to briefly outline balances premises that Show the debaters' con-'

tras'ti stands. In sudh a case the panelist provides the framework within
99

e candidate mu.st operate. The panelist can do this by quickly pointing

oulhe previously Stated positions of the candidates on an issue, or by out-

lining realities of a situation that call for response in the candidate's answer.

Marvin Stone of U.S. News and World Relport did this very well when he raised the

issue of arms limitation. Stone indicated that while both candidates sought to

end the nulclear arms race with the Soviet Union, their methods to accomplish the

,

goal were "vastly different" (ID. 17). Carter endorsed SALT II, while Reagan want-

ed to negotiate a new treaty. The candidates were then asked to explain why

vt.

an*
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their policy would work. Stone effectiVely outlined the disagreerant for

,

1 ,

'oandidetes and audience alike.

10'

5) The question should.be-freesof bias. 'ii.should not work to the benefit

of one Candidate over the cther. This area provides a_fina example of hcw a good

question for a political debte differs fram a good question in another journal-

istic.setting, such as a news nference, studio intervitw, or field interview.

A good debate question must chall nge each candidate equally, whereas a question

in atypical journalistic setting can be more pointed, and directed toward peak-

nesses of the particular candidate being,interviewed.

While it would difficult to prove that any of the debate panelists'in- .

tentianally injected bias into their queetions, it was apparent in several cases

that a question was worded so that one candidate had an advarrtagg2. A comparison

of_ the, Anderson-Reagan panel to'the Reagan-Carter panel is, instructive. Of the
,

six questions presented by the first panel, three were Phrasedvo to work to

the achvantage of Anderson. An example would be the first question of the debate,

asked by Carcl Loanis of Fortune,magazine. At one point, Loomis asked, "What

politically unpopular measures are you willing to endorse...?" (p. 10). Ibis ques-

tion played into -die hands of Anderson. Throughout his cau4ign, Anderson,

claimed that he was the only candidate willing to propose potentially unpopular,

1 soluticrls in order to do what was besttor the conntry. Tqe,q4estion easily al-

lowed the independent to attack the proposed tax cuts of theltajor party candidates,

and to introduce the fifty-cent gas tax that Anderson had frequently used as an'

example of the type of sacrifice the American people would need to endure. In

adcliticm, the question implied that pol,itically unpopular"measures are needed to

reduce inflation, in effect oountering Reagan's plans Ao reduce inflation thrOugh

stimulating higher production. Anderson"was again favored in the very next question
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when columnist Daniel Greenberi asked the candidates to outline dhanges they would

require in the American lifestyle to save resources, particularly energy. He also

referred to "campaign lullabies about minor conservation effovls and more iSroduc-

tion" (p. 10). This question amounted to dismissing Reagan's arguments before the

1
candidate even spoke, since "minor conservation efforts and more production" were

. 1

precisely the measures Reagan endorsed. The environmental isque brought up by

Greenberg also was unfavorable to Reagan, since the.easing of enVironmental stand-
,

ards Was another Reatan position. Anderson was well set to take advantage of

the question by saying at one place, "I agree with what I think is the major pre-

mise of your question," and suggesting that Reagan had "a total misunderstanding

of the energy crisis..." (p. 10). Questions such as these are not defective be-

cause they challenged Reagan's policies, but rather because,they did so without

providing a similar challenge to Anderson.

The Reagan-Carter panel, on the other hand, more skillfully phrased their

questions to avoid bias and to dhallenge eadh candidate equally. Two questions

tend to favor Reagan, perhaps, because they were based on curTent prdlems that

developed during the Carter administratIon. Those two questions were lis' ques-

on inflation (p. 16), and Barbara Walters' question on a policy for dealing with

terrorism (9t. 17). Neither,of these questions, however, gave a major advantage

to Reagan. For one thing, both matters would need the attention of the next

).1President, regardless of who mn the election. Each ,candidate face an equal

burden in outlining his future plans for handling these problems. Also, both

questions were devoid of sudh emotional catdh-phrases as "campaign lullabies"

which suggested bias in one candidate's favor.

6) A question should reflect a tone of goodwill rather than hCSillity.

In nthe,highly formalized structure of presidential debates, antagonistic and

4
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snide approaches to'questioning become quite inapproPriate. Such approadhes

draw attention .a.Way froM exchanges between,the candidates and divert it in

the direction of the pane1ipt8. Such approaches also show a basic lack of re-
-

spect for the individual candidates. While the candidates and their views

sbould be scrutinized closely, it is important that it be done in an atmosphere

of goodwill. It would be interesting to study how the audience's sympat4es are

infltenped duriiig an adverSarial exchange between a panelist apd candidate, but

that topic will not be considered here.
r-

The first debate panel (Anderson-Reagan) showed glaring deficiencies in

terms of the tone of the questions. Five instances of inappropriate'antagonism,
__ _

or hostility occured. The panel forthe second debate (Reagan7-Carter) only had

four sudh instances, despite,the fact that the panelists played a larger role

in a longer debate.

In two cases, reMbers of the,Anderson-Reagan panel took it upon themselves

to serve as referees--a role they were not asked to play. Greenberg at one

point chastised the candidates for "repetitions of your campaign addresses,"

while ordering them to be responSive to the questions (p. 10). Sama Golden of

the New York Times'joined in later.by taking it upon herself to point out the

tax exempt status of churches (p. 11). These editorial remarks were clearly be-

yond-the proper role of a panelist, and indeed, made the panel a third side in

the debate..
Another example of an unnecessarily adversarial tone came from Jane Bryant

Quinn of Newsweek when she threateningly announced that she would call on Anderson

two weeks after the debate for the inflation forecast which he pormised (p. 11).

This tone not only suggested a hint of doubt that the forecast would be forthcomt-

ing, but set the stage to carry on this antagonistic encounter beyond the debate.

Other pleas by panelists for the candidates to "be specific" or "commit yourself
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here, tonight" simply indicated a journalistic paranoia that candidates would nct

answercompletely, and reflected cynicism about what the candi(tes did say.

Barbara,Walters of ABC was responsible, for all but one of the inappiopriate

panel remarks in the second debate. The most obvious example of an obnoxious

A-

questica2 came when Walters asked the candidates to explain their opponent's

"greatest weakness" (p. 18). The question was similar to same heard at press

conferences,used to promote boxing matches. Chances are slim that the candidates

aCtually "slug it out" in response to such a question. In, spite of several

jabs duringrthe debate, the candidates_were obviously avoiding the sort of mud-
.-

slinging Walters apparently tried to provoke, The discusgion in response to the,

question rambled far and wide, from party traditions to nuclear weapons, to

4
gOvernment interference, to the "misery index," to equal rights for warren, to

deregulation of industries; to the working tan, to Southern heritage, and on and on.

Perhaps same ot the panelists have a misguided notion that it is their re-

sponsibility to pi-ovoke a debate, or worse yet, that they should debate the

candidates. But their job should be only ,to raise the propositions for debate.

The candidates 'mist themselves take the effort to debate, and clash over trie

issi4es. The journalists may want to cut new grotind in the campaign, but they can

better serve their function in political debates bfremoving themselves as the

candidates' adversaries.

7) Questions ,should call for the explanation and justification of significant
_

policies. First, the question should be significant from a topical standpoint.

The topic of a particular question should concern central issues of the cqmpaign,

and again, deal with areas in Which the candidates differ. It is the panel's
4, 7,

responsibility, as a:whole; to see that topics of concern to voters are put forthl

Perhaps the greatest topical failure of the Anderson-Reagan panel was the omission

of any question dealing with foreign policy. This oversight seeus more grave when
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you c pare the foreign poilcy topic to several that wei4e introduced. ''(:)r example,

%.
Soma lden's question on religion in politics, while timely., seemed scnevihat

periph ral as a major campaign issue, in comparisonito the number of foreign policy

probl at the time. In addition, Jane Bryaq Quinn's questiOn repeated the in-

flation topic, already approached in the question by Carol Loomis-of Fortune.

ng at the second debate panel, one must question the significance of

Walters' uestion on candidate weaknesses. Supposedly, the candidates had al-

readY pca ted out their opponent's weaknesses in their responses to the previous

ten ques ons in the debate. Also, the question seemed to imply that nb other
Itt

substantiv issues renained for discussion. For example, several midwest poli-.

ticians cr ticized the panel for not.eliciting the candidates' views on agricul-

tural poli es and the use of American farm production in foreign policy--a topic

of some am rtance given the candidates differing policies on the U.S. giain em-

bargo to th Soviet Union, Overall, however, the Reagan-Carter panel did a credible

job of keepig the debate centered on important issues. Even though both of Marvin

Stone's ques ons dealt with military matters, separate crucial issues in this area

were raised-- he use of military pZower in certain circumstances, and the future

of arms limit tions talks.

The respo se called for in the question should provicie the candidates suit-

able opportuni s to explain their ideas. For example, Loomis and Greenberg:of the

Andersoa-Reagan panel gked the carldidaVs to deal with the problems of inflation

and energy, but restricted the candidates in their solutiors to "unpopular, measures',

and "changes in festyle" (p. 10). These questions ask the candidates to deal

only with one as ect of a complex problem. Had the candidates limited their re-

sponses to those arameters (which they did not), only a small portion of their

argumerMs for the r policies would have been presented.
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The question should require a sophisticated response on the important issue.

Such responses include analysis, evaluation, or prediction. Simple, closed

questions are seldom significant because they require little insight on the part

of the candidate, who is really only being asked to say.2.!yes" or "no." "Yes-no"

questions frequently call for what would be an obvioug'answer. Ror example, Ellis

asked the candidates in the second debate, "...can inflation in fact be controlled?"

(p. 16). Walters asked, "...do you have a policy for dealing with terrorism?" (p. 17).

Obviously, neither candidate will risk...hurting himself politically with a negative

answer. Hence, thecluestion should be phrased so as to require ea

jutify his policy. Walters complained that neither candidate out]:

terrorist policy, buteghe only asked whether they had such a policy;
.

ask them to outline it.

^.M4. 7.4 1.7.4

candidate'to

d a specific

she did not

-1e cie-

bate panel performed mudh better than the first debate panel. 'The sdccess resulted

from the ability,of the Reagan-Carter panel to remove itself fram the center stage.

Their questions were shorter, had less of an adversarial tone, more clearly identi-

fied areas of disagreement between the candidates, and were more significant on

a campaign-wide basis. Although .other factors came into play, it is noteworthy

that questions in the second debate provoked more exdhanges between the candidates.

Finally, there is a pragmatic reason for journalists to take a low profile in the

debate: if the candidates fail to engage in stimulating debate, the journalists

an the panel are less likely to shoulder the burden of the blame, leaving only

the candidates to account for their awn reluctance to participate in a candid

pdblic discussion.

Politica/ candidates pimpare for debates by devoting severel,clays to rese

and the study of previous political debaters. It would be fruitful for the panelists

to prepare similarly by researching.What the public's cOncerns are in the campaign,

4
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by identifying key disagreements between candidates, and by studying the strengths

and weaknesses.of questioning by previous debate panelists. In the waW of the

.

1976 and 1980 presidential debates, journalists are serving in hundrec:. of cam-

paigp debates at all electoral levelsfrom U.S. Senate races to loca city council

contests. Same of these debates are televised, others are on radio d still

others occur only before a live au4ence of interested voters. In 1 cages,,

however, the debates can be enhanced by the quality of the journalis s questions.

By applying the types of criteria suggested in this essay to the se ction and

phrasing of debate questions, a more focused and valuable exdhange

candidates can be realized.

twee\14 the
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